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The Smartphone, one of essential mobile devices widely used recently, can be very effectively 
applied to capture knowledge on the spot by jointly applying the pervasive functionality of cloud 
computing. The process of knowledge capturing can be also effectively automated if the topic of 
knowledge is automatically identified. Therefore, this paper suggests an interdisciplinary approach to 
automatically acquire knowledge on the spot by combining technologies of text mining-based topic 
identification and cloud computing-based Smartphone. The Smartphone is used not only as the recorder 
to record knowledge possessor’s dialogue which plays the role of the knowledge source, but also as 
the sensor to collect knowledge possessor’s context data which characterize specific situations 
surrounding him or her. The support vector machine, one of well-known outperforming text mining 
algorithms, is applied to extract the topic of knowledge. By relating the topic and context data, a 
business rule can be formulated, and by aggregating the rule, the topic, context data, and the dictated 
dialogue, a set of knowledge is automatically acquired.
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1. Introduction

To capture knowledge on the spot with its 
related context data, the subject who possesses 

and utilizes knowledge must be monitored conti-
nuously, nearly around the clock. A knowledge 
worker, or a knowledge possessor, who has the 
knowledge to be captured performs his or her 
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jobs using special, and so preserving-worthy, 
knowledge. His or her dialogues, writings, and 
activities exhibited during performing jobs are 
the live sources to be managed with care. Applying 
proper technologies to each source, fully-auto-
mated, and so autonomous, as well as pervasive 
acquisition of knowledge can be achieved (Park 
et al., 2005; Yoo, 2011). The context data which 
plays the role of the meta-knowledge can also 
be captured by monitoring the knowledge worker.

The context data can be defined as any in-
formation characterizing the situation of a task ses-
sion or interaction between a user and his or her 
service world (Zhou et al., 2011). The context data 
as the meta-knowledge can be understood as the 
data explaining the situation of the knowledge 
worker, or the knowledge possessor, who is pos-
sessing knowledge and therefore is utilizing it in 
performing his or her ordinary job; therefore it 
is a kind of the user context. User context can 
be summarized into three categories (Schmidt et 
al., 1998) : information of the user (e.g. knowledge 
of habits and emotional state), the user’s social 
environment (e.g. co-location of others, social in-
teraction, and group dynamics), and the user’s 
tasks (e.g. spontaneous activity, engaged tasks, and 
general goals). To characterize the given knowl-
edge, several types of context data, such as the 
identity that explains who the knowledge worker 
is as well as which area he or she specialized in, 
the time and location he or she uses knowledge, 
the event (schedule) the given knowledge is to 
be applied, and the topic (keyword) the exhibited 
knowledge is about, etc., are combined together.

Mobile devices, such as Smartphone and 
Smartpad, are widely used nowadays because of 
their multiple functionalities based on wireless da-
ta communications and open APIs (application pro-
gramming interfaces). As developers of mobile de-
vices design them to be more light, small, and 
versatile, mobile devices tend to omnipotent enough 
to be a mandatory item of human life : every in-
dividual carries and uses them anytime and any-
where. Even in performing ordinary jobs, in-
dividuals carry one or more mobile devices in their 
hands or pockets, therefore mobile devices can be 
used as a sensor to monitor knowledge workers’ 
dialogues, writings, and activities in a real-time 
basis (Bae, 2010). Once a mobile device monitors 
and records what a knowledge worker talks, 
writes, and acts, then it can also transmit them 
to a server whose address has been designated in 
advance by the user. Using the paradigm of cloud 
computing, a networking model for enabling con-
venient on-demand network access to a shared 
pool of configurable computing resources (Pallis, 
2010), transmitted data can be analyzed so that the 
meaning of each, which means the subject or topic 
of them, can be identified. Context data can be 
also captured and transmitted to a server using mo-
biles devices in a very convenient way, because 
most of context data have been preset and stored 
in the mobile device using a user profile and a 
scheduler. By relating the topic and context data, 
a business rule can be formulated, and by aggregat-
ing the rule, the topic, context data, and the trans-
mitted data, a set of knowledge is concluded.

The objective of this paper is to propose 
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<Figure 1> Research Framework

a framework to capture knowledge in ordinary dia-
logues immediately when and where it is exhibited 
in an automated and pervasive manner. To perva-
sively capture knowledge, the Smartphone which 
is operated on cloud computing and plays the role 
of a sensor to monitor and gather dialogue-based 
knowledge and its context data is applied. Also, 
to automatically conclude the meaning of knowl-
edge, the support vector machine (SVM), one of 
well-known outperforming text mining algorithm, 
is applied.

2. Research Framework

2.1 Overview

In this research, the Smartphone acts as a 
sensor to record conversations, the source of 

knowledge, in a dialogue as well as to capture 
context data, the meta-knowledge. The STT (Speech- 
to-Text) application installed in the Smartphone 
initiates its function of dictation by transmitting 
the recorded data to the vendor-providing server 
for speech recognition. Dictated results are again 
sent to the Smartphone and displayed on the screen 
to wait user’s confirmation. Time for completing 
dictation can be various depending on the condition 
of network traffic, however in most cases dictation 
can be completed within a few seconds averagely. 
Dictated results are usually saved in text format, 
and they are transmitted to a pre-designated server 
operated on the cloud computing environment. 
Context data are also transmitted to the server and 
temporarily saved in the server. At the server, the 
text-based electronic document containing the 
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contents of dialogues is analyzed by SVM classi-
fier to extract its topic. Once the topic of the docu-
ment, that is the topic of the dialogue, is identified, 
the system stores the texts in the document with 
respect to the topic and the context data. If any 
business rules related with the topic exist, then 
they are extracted from a knowledge base to be 
stored together with the topic, the context data, 
and the text as a set of knowledge. <Figure 1> 
shows the proposed framework of this research. 

2.2 Business Rule-based Knowledge

Once the dictated dialogue and context da-
ta captured by the Smartphone are transmitted to 
a server operated on a cloud computing basis, 
further treatment to extract the topic (keyword) 
of the transmitted data is processed. By extract-
ing topics of the transmitted text-based data, each 
document can be classified in terms of the ex-
tracted topics or keywords. The document can be 
deemed as knowledge itself, because it may con-
tain various kinds of knowledge applicable to 
other similar situations. Because the topic of the 
document is the topic of knowledge, knowledge 
possessors’ knowledge can be categorized ac-
cording to the topic. Besides the topic resulted 
from analyzing the document, knowledge pos-
sessors’ context data which have been identified 
and transmitted from the context acquisition sub-
system must be applied to conclude the relation-
ship between the knowledge and the situation 
that the knowledge is deployed. Context data, 
such as knowledge possessors’ identities, loca-

tion, time, and schedule, can play the role of the 
meta-knowledge by uniquely depicting the know-
ledge used in the given situation. By associating 
the document and context data, knowledge can 
be stored in the knowledge base with the form 
of a business rule.

Suppose a case that ‘Professor A’ is dis-
cussing about how to make payment for a pur-
chased book that is expensive but is necessary 
for his research. General payment method is 
known as one of ‘research fund’, ‘personal ex-
pense’, and ‘mileage points.’ If the theme (topic) 
of the book is related with his research then he 
can use the ‘research fund’; otherwise payment 
must be made through one of ‘personal expense’ 
and ‘mileage points.’ In this case, the most im-
portant information that determines the method 
of payment is the theme of the book. Next im-
portant information is the balance of the re-
search fund, because either of the rest, personal 
expense and mileage point, must be unavoidably 
considered if the balance is not enough. Possible 
business rules for this situation are illustrated in 
<Figure 2>.

<Figure 2> Example Rules
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Information included in these rules cannot 
be directly determined by simply monitoring the 
dialogue. The context data, such as the identity 
of the participant and the title of the book, which 
can be directly obtained by monitoring the dia-
logue, can constitute required information to 
form rules through the causal chain relationship. 
For example, the data of ‘Professor A’, the iden-
tity of the participant, can determine the title and 
keyword of the research by querying correspond-
ing research he is responsible for. The title of the 
book also underpins the business rule, because it 
addresses the keywords and the price of the 
book. Causal chain relationships between the 
context data and the rule-constituting information 
can be identified as <Figure 3> shows.

<Figure 3> Relationship between Context Data and 
Rule-Constituting Information

Meanwhile, the topic of the dialogue char-
acterizes the business rule by identically depict-
ing which rules can be alternatively related with 
the event. The topic of the dialogue cannot be 
regarded as the context data, because it cannot 
be directly obtained by monitoring the dialogue 
but because can be identified by further analysis. 
Context data are used in triggering the exact 
business rules by defining the causal chain rela-
tionships between rule-related information.

Once the topic of the dialogue is identi-
fied, a set of knowledge can be automatically 

formulated by combining the topic, context data, 
and the text-based document containing the con-
tents of the dialogue. If the topic of the dialogue 
is concluded as the ‘Book Payment’, then a set 
of knowledge can be expressed and stored as 
<Figure 4>. In this case, the identity of the dis-
cussion participant and the title of the book play 
the role of context data, because they define one 
of the most important information to trigger 
rules. The context data-based rule is used to en-
hance the understandability of the resultant know-
ledge, because future users may have difficulty 
in understanding the knowledge by reading the 
contents of the document only.

<Figure 4> Rule to Store Resultant Knowledge

2.3 SVM as the Classifier

The indexing and retrieval algorithm of 
information retrieval technology can be applied 
to automatically identify the topic of each elec-
tronic document and classify it according to pre-
defined knowledge categories. Identifying the 
topic of knowledge is important in that the topic 
(or the keyword) indicates the subject of knowl-
edge embedded in the document. To extract the 
topic of knowledge based on predefined knowl-
edge categories, text mining techniques can be 
employed (Kwon and Lee, 2003; Kim and Ahn, 
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2010). 
The topic of an electronic document is 

used further for storing the document in a 
knowledge repository. This topic can indicate 
the situation (or the context) of the knowledge 
holder and play a role as meta-knowledge that 
can directly explain the content of the knowl-
edge embedded in the document. By combining 
the topic with other context data, a specific 
piece of knowledge can be identically defined. 
In other words, contextual knowledge can be 
obtained by defining knowledge according to 
related context data. Based on such context da-
ta which define the context of knowledge use, 
knowledge can be accurately selected and auto-
matically serviced to the user if the user's con-
text data explaining the situation that surrounds 
the user have been captured and concluded, 
that is, an autonomous process for the knowl-
edge service, from the automated acquisition of 
knowledge to its proactive dissemination, can 
be realized.

Among various algorithms of text mining, 
this research deploys SVM for its adequacy of ap-
plication. SVM try to find the hyperplane which 
produces the greatest possible margin among the 
boundary points to separate positive and negative 
training samples. SVM is adequately applicable 
to the topic (or the keyword) classification for 
several reasons : a high dimensional input space, 
few irrelevant features, sparse document vectors, 
and linearly separable characteristics of text cate-
gorization problems (Joachims, 1998). Based on 
these characteristics, several researches have 

proved SVM outperforms other machine learning 
algorithms with respect to efficiency as well as 
accuracy (Meyer et al., 2003; Basu et al., 2002; 
Rennie and Rifkin, 2001; Joachims, 1998; Dumais 
et al., 1998).

3. Prototype Implementation

The prototype is developed using JDK 
v1.5.0_ 06 under Java2 runtime environment to 
enhance the high interoperability and the ease of 
implementation. It initiates knowledge acquis-
ition by recording and dictating knowledge pos-
sessors’ dialogues using STT module of Android 
v2.3.3 (Gingerbread) keyboard. <Figure 5> 
shows how the prototype works.

<Figure 5> Sequence Diagram of the Prototype

For the effectiveness of explaining how 
the prototype system works, suppose an example 
dialogue about a research proposal between two 
research associates, as follows :

The Prototype initiates its process by pro-
viding ‘Recording Standby’ signal to users, and 
begins recording as users start speaking. When 
speaking is finished or paused, dictated results 
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Emily :
Betty :

Emily :
Betty :

Emily :

Betty :

Emily :

Betty :

Emily : 

Emily :

Betty :

Emily :
Betty :

Emily :

Hi, how are you?
Hmm, so so, nowadays I have been very busy with 
preparing a proposal for a research project.
What kind of research projects do you mean?
A research project sponsored by the Microsoft re-
search center. Have you heard about the collabo-
rative research between a company and a university?
Sure I have. It’s very helpful to universities to earn 
fund for research and technology development.
Yes it is. But preparing a proposal is very tough 
work, because many applicants also try to get con-
tracts with companies.
Of course it is. But once you get the contract then 
you can concentrate on study and research only 
without worrying about other stuffs, like research 
fund, personnel, and equipments. Every stuff re-
quired to do research can be sponsored by the con-
tracted company.
Then do you have an idea about an attractive pro-
posal?
Let me see. First, you must concretely specify the 
goal or objective of your research project by listen-
ing target company’s current situation. 
What the company aims to get from the research 
project, must what problems the company want to 
solve through the collaboration with you might be 
one of the key considerations, I think.
You got it. Then what about the research fund? I 
mean, how I can estimate the amount of fund spon-
sored by the company.
Just follow the directions provided by the company. 
As I know, the Microsoft estimates the amount of 
research fund based on the number of people who 
participate in the research project and the amount 
of equipments that are required to be set. Of course 
the lower the better, I mean too much amount of 
research fund can be doubted. Sharing research re-
sources like people and equipments is one important 
reason for collaborative research project. I can give 
you a sample of the research fund estimation once 
I submitted to the cMicrosoft. It will be helpful to 
you.
Yes please, it must be very helpful to prepare my 
research proposal. Thank you very much.
You’re welcome. Good luck!

Example Dialogue Concerning How to Make a 
Research Proposal

are displayed and the mode of ‘Recording 
Standby’ is again activated. When the user termi-
nates the process of recording, it automatically 
transmits the dictated data to the cloud folder of 
the designated server operated on the cloud com-
puting environment. The cloud folder, or the 
cloud storage, is one of widely known cloud 
computing technologies, and initiates its function 
by providing the Internet-based data storage as 
a service. One of the biggest merits of cloud 
storage is that users can access data in a cloud 
anytime and anywhere, using any device (Liu et 
al., 2011). Typical examples of cloud storage 
services are Amazon S31), Mosso2), Wuala3), or 
uCloud4); All of these services offer users clean 
and simple storage interfaces, hiding the details 
of the actual location and management of re-
sources (Pamies-Juarez, 2011). Once a document 
to be archived is stored in a cloud folder, users 
can access and download it anytime and any-
where if the right to access has been granted. 
Also in terms of processing capability, the data 
stored in a cloud folder can be more efficiently 
accessed and analyzed by servers, because most 
of mobile devices do not equip sufficient com-
puting capacity enough to extract outputs in a re-
al time basis. Because of such advantage in uti-
lizing organizational information resources, more 
companies and organizations are implementing 
the online storage under the cloud computing 

1) http://aws.amazon.com/s3.
2) http://www.rackspacecloud.com.
3) http://www.wuala.com.
4) http://www.ucloud.com.
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environment. <Figure 6> shows the recording 
and dictation process.

 <Figure 6> Recording standby(left) and Dictation 
Completed(right)

When transmitting the dictated text file to 
the server, the Smartphone also simultaneously 
transmits corresponding context data which de-
pict when and where the file has been made as 
well as whom the file has created by. <Figure 7> 
shows the context data stored and obtained by 
the Smartphone.

<Figure 7> Context Data Stored in Smartphone 
(user profile(left), Location(middle), and 
Schedule(right))

Once the text file and context data are 
transmitted and saved in the cloud folder of the 

server, these data can be synchronously accessed 
using a laptop or a desktop and the Smartphone. 
Analyzing the text file to extract the topic must 
be processed at the server-side, because currently 
the capacity of Smartphone is not enough to per-
form the job. <Figure 8> shows the view of the 
text file transmitted to and stored in the server.

<Figure 8> Text File Stored in the Server

The text file stored in the server is to be 
accessed via a laptop or a desktop to perform the 
topic identification by sequentially conducting it 
into the word stemmer, the word vector tool, and 
the SVM-based classifier. This research used the 
LibSVM v2.81 (Chang and Lin, 2001) to imple-
ment the SVM classification. Word stems and vec-
tors must be provided before the LibSVM (the 
classifier) performs its job. Therefore the word 
stemming and vector creating tool of Yale 
(Mierswa et al., 2006), a free open-source environ-
ment for KDD and machine learning, was 
employed. The result from the SVM module 
(<Figure 9>) is extracted as the number that stands 
for each category, which denotes the correspond-
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ing topic. There exist 9 categories in this research, 
and the result indicates the numbers of each 
category. In the figure, ‘1 8.0’ means ‘document 
no.1 belongs to the eighth category’, in other 
words, the topic of document no.1 is ‘research.’

Finally, a set of knowledge must be stored 
in a knowledge base according to the identified 
topic and related context data. Since the topic 
plays role of the specific category to store knowl-
edge, the context data, the document containing 
dictated conversations, and business rules (if any) 
must be moved under the topic.

<Figure 9> Resultant Topic of the Example Dialogue

Finally, a set of knowledge must be stored 
in a knowledge base according to the identified 
topic and related context data. Since the topic 
plays role of the specific category to store know-
ledge, the context data, the document containing 
dictated conversations, and business rules (if any) 
must be moved under the topic. ‘<Figure 10>’ 
shows the programming codes to move the docu-
ment under the resultant topic category. After 
completing storing the document under the desti-
nation category, the input document temporarily 
stored in the cloud folder needs to be deleted for 
the efficient management of the server.

<Figure 10> Programming Codes to Store Dictated 
Conversation(‘input_document’) under 
the Identified Topic

4. Performance

The performance of the prototype system 
needs to be evaluated with respect to two fac-
tors: the extent of automation and the accuracy 
of acquisition. To examine the performance with 
considering these factors, the focus group inter-
view as the qualitative approach and the stat-
istical analysis as the quantitative approach were 
performed.

4.1 Focus Group Interview to Measure the 
Extent of Automation

The primary purpose of this research is to 
fully automate the process of knowledge ac-
quisition. Therefore examining the extent of au-
tomation in the entire process for acquiring 
knowledge is necessary. The extent of automa-
tion can be regarded as a qualitative measure, be-
cause the extent can be decided by users and be-
cause it can be differently felt from user to user. 
Of course it is clearly observed that the entire 
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Member # of Trials Rating Pts
Features

Fully-automated Semi-automated None-automated

1 3 6
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification
∙Knowledge storing

∙Data transmission

2 3 6
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification

∙Knowledge storing

3 5 7

∙STT App-based dictation
∙Data transmission
∙Topic identification
∙Knowledge storing

4 5 6
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Data transmission 
∙Topic identification

∙Knowledge storing

5 2 5
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Data transmission 
∙Topic identification

∙Classifier training ∙Business rule extraction

6 3 6
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification
∙Knowledge storing

7 5 6
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification

∙Knowledge storing

8 3 6
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification

9 5 5 ∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification
∙Knowledge storing
∙Data transmission

∙Business rule extraction
∙User confirmation

10 4 7
∙STT App-based dictation
∙Topic identification
∙Data transmission

<Table 1> Evaluation Results from Focus Group Interview

process of knowledge acquisition has been auto-
mated through the prototype system. However, 
this fact cannot sufficiently explain how much a 
user satisfies and trusts the automated function 
of the prototype system. Therefore, a 10-member 
group of experts was organized and questioned.

At first, each member was asked to expe-
rience the prototype system by loudly reading a 
script selected from a newspaper article. Most 

of members repeated the experiment until they 
had examined the functions and identified the 
features. After finishing the experiment, at sec-
ond, each of them was asked to rate the level 
of automation using the 7-point Likert scales, 
from ‘none-automated’ to ‘fully-automated’. Based 
on the marked point, finally, each member was 
asked to explain the reason why he or she de-
termined the point by specifying features that 
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are fully-, semi-, and none-automated. <Table 1> 
shows the results from the focus group interview.

Most of members of the focus group eval-
uated the prototype system highly automated the 
process of knowledge acquisition, as the rating 
points in <Table 1> show. Based on the results 
in the Table, an interesting but very important im-
plication can be derived : Key requirements to 
make the knowledge acquisition process be 
fully-automated can be identified. ‘STT App-based 
dictation’ and ‘SVM-based topic identification’ 
are the key features enabling the prototype system 
to be regarded as a fully-automated system. The 
feature of ‘STT App-based dictation’ can give an 
answer to the question of how knowledge in ordi-
nary conversations and meetings can be acquired. 
Knowledge in conversations is too various to 
count the number, and indeed is street smart, 
which makes researchers and practitioners have 
long concentrated on it. Voice knowledge has 
been regarded as something that could not be ar-
ticulated and acquired, however the functionality 
of STT App-based dictation provides a way con-
venient to manage voice knowledge. Also, the 
feature of ‘SVM-based topic identification’ makes 
the prototype system possible to acquire knowl-
edge with understanding the subject included in 
the knowledge. Dictating knowledge without 
knowing its meaning cannot be regarded as 
‘acquisition of knowledge.’ Dictating voice know-
ledge and identifying its topic must be paired to-
gether to attain the true acquisition of voice 
knowledge, which is one of primary contributions 
of this research.

4.2 Statistical Analysis to Measure the 
Accuracy of Acquisition

The accuracy of acquisition can be influ-
enced by two components : STT application and 
SVM module. The accuracy of STT App-based 
dictation is very crucial, because it initiates the 
execution of knowledge acquisition process.

Unless the accuracy of dictation is guaran-
teed, the result of acquisition cannot be satis-
factory. The accuracy of STT App-based dicta-
tion, however, depends on the speaking habit of 
speakers, not on the recognition ability of appli-
cations. Of course the function of recognition 
must be enhanced so that the application can 
recognize every pattern of speaking; however 
this work must be done by researchers in the 
area of voice recognition technologies. Considering 
the issue of recognition accuracy is out of this 
research’s concern. Although the accuracy of 
STT App-based dictation was observed to be 
very high, even a little error could have bad ef-
fects on the final results. Therefore, in this re-
search, assuming that the performance of STT 
application is satisfactory enough not to have any 
effects on the final results is more reasonable. 
On the contrary, the accuracy of the SVM mod-
ule can and must be considered in this research. 
The accuracy of the SVMs has been verified to 
be very high. If the prediction model has been 
trained sufficiently, then the SVMs output very 
accurate and correct results. The accuracy can 
refer two aspects: one is for comparing manual 
classification and the other is for measuring the 
correctness of classification. The LibSVM de-
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ployed in this research has been proved to out-
perform the manual classification (Hsu et al., 
2001). Measuring the correctness of classificati-
on means how much the outputs are classified 
into the correct categories, and usually it can be 
measured in statistical considerations. To meas-
ure the correctness of classification, three to five 
documents per each category are collected, and 
totally 40 test documents are inputted to check 
the accuracy.

<Figure 11> Prediction Accuracy of the SVM Module

<Figure 11> shows the prediction accuracy 
which is automatically calculated by the LibSVM. 
The accuracy of classification is indicated to be 
82.5% with 1.025 MSE. This means 33 docu-
ments out of 40 documents are correctly classified 
into proper categories. Comparing to the results 
of the previous studies (Hsu et al., 2001; Kang 
et al., 2008), this result shows that the SVM mod-
ule of this research classifies accurately. Of course, 
the accuracy needs to be improved around 90% 
to gain the credibility of classification. Small 
number of sample documents for training is the 
main reason for the relatively low level of 
accuracy. If sufficient number of training docu-

ments is provided in training the model, more ac-
curate result of classification can be expected.

5. Conclusions

The reason why knowledge cannot be ef-
fectively accumulated is not because we do not 
know what we know, but because we do not 
know how we articulate it. If there is way to 
document we know, then a tremendous amount 
of knowledge can be identified and accumulated 
in knowledge repositories. The limitations in the 
methodology of knowledge acquisition have re-
stricted the practices of knowledge management. 
After something to be managed have been pre-
pared, specific technologies to manage them can 
finally be valuable. This paper tries to provide 
an effective solution to this problem by truly au-
tomating the process of knowledge acquisition. 
The amended knowledge acquisition method-
ology, proposed by this research, enhances the 
conventional approaches to automatically acquire 
knowledge by applying the Smartphone operated 
on the cloud computing environment and the 
SVM-based topic identification. The context of 
knowledge use is also considered using the 
Smartphone as a sensor to identify context data. 
To promote the use of acquired knowledge, the 
context data which play the role of the meta- 
knowledge must be considered.

Among various types of knowledge, this 
research just focuses on the voice knowledge 
which verbally communicated in conversations. 
Knowledge in conversations is to be acquired 
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by identifying the topic of an electronic docu-
ment containing the dictated texts which have 
been converted from the recorded conversations. 
Therefore, other types of knowledge, such as 
hard copy- and activity-based knowledge, can 
be also acquired by applying the same proce-
dure if, and only if, the electronic document is 
provided. The optical character recognition tech-
nology can be applied to convert the hard copy 
document into the electronic document, and the 
sensor- based activity recognition technology 
can be applied to convert the monitored actions 
into the textual data. Since knowledge can make 
its appearance to the real world via convertsa-
tions, documents, and activities, observing such 
human outputs and applying the proposed meth-
odology to them can deliver a full-scale man-
agement of knowledge.

The prototype system includes two main 
sub-modules that are synchronized: the STT 
module and the SVM module. Since the main 
functions of the prototype system are charac-
terized by the main modules, the proposed pro-
totype does not consider how the business rule 
can be automatically formulated. In this re-
search, to deliver main ideas concerning captur-
ing and saving knowledge according to corre-
sponding topic and context data as the meta- 
knowledge, the business rule is supposed to be 
well-defined and provided. To fully automate the 
process of knowledge acquisition, the business 
rule must be also automatically formulated by 
associating required information according to 
the identified topic and captured context data. 

However defining the category of context data 
which associate the required information to form 
a rule requires not a little time and expense. 
One possible solution to this problem can be the 
deployment of ontology technology. Of course 
this research also partially applies ontology-based 
category to train the SVM module, however it 
does not cover every corner of situations users 
can confront. Defining context category, and there-
fore relating the context data with the candidate 
business rule based on ontology technology is 
expected to automate the process to formulate 
business rules.

A discussion can include several pieces of 
knowledge. Therefore, a sentence-by-sentence an-
alysis is necessary to clearly differentiate one 
piece of knowledge from another. However, the 
prototype is designed to simply store the whole 
discussion in terms of extracted topics. Although 
a discussion can be considered as a piece of 
knowledge (Anerousis and Panagos, 2002), each 
piece must be distinctively identified for its real-
istic use. For this, sentences within a discussion 
must be segmented, and each sentence must be 
analyzed in terms of its accidence. In examining 
each part of a sentence, knowledge-resident parts 
must be analyzed by expert linguists. Although 
this paper also assumes that a discussion is a piece 
of knowledge, there should be a linguistic analysis 
of every sentence to ensure the reliability of ac-
quired knowledge.

This paper contributes to the knowledge 
management literature by suggesting a new meth-
odology to automatically acquire human knowl-
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edge based on the capabilities of text mining and 
cloud computing technologies. This study is dif-
ferent from conventional studies in that it pro-
vides and implements an automated knowledge 
acquisition methodology. Organizations seeking 
to manage organizational knowledge for strategic 
purposes can apply the proposed approach to their 
business environment. As long as knowledge pos-
sessors are agreeable to sharing and monitoring 
their knowledge, the proposed methodology and 
the prototype system should facilitate organ-
izations’ knowledge acquisition efforts.
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Abstract

모바일 기기와 가상 스토리지 기술을 적용한 자동적 및 
편재적 음성형 지식 획득

5)유기동*

최근에 들어 많은 관심과 인기 속에 사용되고 있는 스마트폰은 클라우드 컴퓨팅의 편재적 기능성을 

접목하여 즉각적인 지식의 획득에 효과적으로 활용될 수 있다. 또한 지식의 주제어 또는 명칭을 자동으로 

파악하여 해당 지식을 저장할 수 있다면 전반적인 지식 획득 과정이 자동화될 수 있다. 본 논문은 텍스트마

이닝 기반 주제어 추출 기술과 클라우드 스토리지 기반 스마트폰을 접목하여 지식이 발생되는 지점 및 

시점에 즉각적으로 해당 지식을 획득할 수 있는 학제적 방안을 제시한다. 이를 위해 스마트폰은 지식이 

포함된, 지식소유자의 대화를 녹음하는 역할을 함과 동시에 지식소유자의 대화의 내용을 부가적으로 특성화

할 수 있는 상황정보를 채취할 수 있는 센서의 역할을 수행한다. 또한 기계학습 알고리듬 중 텍스트마이닝 

분야에서 우수한 성능을 나타내는 것으로 알려진 Support Vector Machine 알고리듬을 사용하여 해당 대화

의 주제어를 추출한다. 파악된 주제어와 상황정보를 연관시켜 일종의 비즈니스 규칙을 생성할 수 있으며, 
최종적으로 규칙, 주제어, 상황정보, 그리고 문서화된 대화를 종합하여 하나의 지식을 자동으로 획득할 

수 있다.

Keywords : 자동 지식 획득, 주제어 악, 클라우드 스토리지, 스마트폰, 지식경

* 단국 학교 경상 학 경 학부
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